In this paper, we provide a theoretical proof of the fact that the only unitals contained in the 2-(28, 4, 5) Hölz design are Hermitian and Ree unitals (as was previously proven by a computer search by Tonchev, [V.D. Tonchev, Unitals in the Hölz design on 28 points, Geom. Dedicata 38 (3) (1991) 357-363]).
Introduction
In 1981, Hölz [4] constructed a family of 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, q + 2) designs whose point set coincides with the point set of the Hermitian unital over the field GF(q), and with an automorphism group containing PGU 3 (q). Here, q is any odd prime power. Two years later, Thas [9] proved that these designs are one-point extensions of the Ahrens-Szekeres generalized quadrangles AS(q) of order (q − 1, q + 1) (see [1] ).
In a previous paper [2] the authors gave an alternative construction of the Hölz design, for q ≡ 2 mod 3 making use of two hexagons embedded in the parabolic quadric Q(6, q).
In 1991, Tonchev [10] shows "by a computer search" that the only unitals, i.e., a 2-(28, 4, 1) subdesign, contained in the 2-(28, 4, 5) Hölz design are Hermitian and Ree unitals. From [2] we derive the following construction of that particular Hölz design.
Take the unique generalized quadrangle Γ of order (2, 4) . We define D = (P, B, I) as follows: the point set P is the point set of Γ to which we add a new point α. The set B contains two E-mail addresses: adw@cage.ugent.be (A. De Wispelaere), hvm@cage.ugent.be (H. Van Maldeghem). 1 The author is Research Assistant of the Fund for Scientific Research, Flanders, Belgium (F.W.O.). types of blocks: blocks of type (a) contain the point α together with three points of a line of Γ (Line-block) and those of type (b) contain the four points of the symmetrical difference of two intersecting lines of Γ (Vee-block). We define the vee-point of a Vee-block V as the intersection point of the two defining lines, the so-called legs of V . It is now routine to check that D is a 2-(28, 4, 5) design.
In the present note we use this construction to give a computer-free proof of the result in [10] .
Theorem 1. The 2-(28, 4, 5) Hölz design D contains, up to isomorphism, exactly two unitals: the Hermitian unital and the Ree unital.
Preliminaries
A t-(v, k, λ) design (X, B) , with X the point set and B the set of all blocks, for integers t, v, k and λ with v > k > 1 and k t 1, is an incidence structure satisfying the following axioms: X contains v points; each of its blocks is incident with k points; any t points are incident with exactly λ common blocks.
Given a t-(v, k, λ) design (X, B) and a point x ∈ X, we may form its derived design (at x) (X \ {x}, {B \ {x}: x ∈ B ∈ B}) which is a (t − 1)-(v − 1, k − 1, λ) design. An extension, short for a one-point extension, of a design D is a design E such that for any point x of E the design D is isomorphic to the derived design of E at x.
For further information on designs we refer to [5] .
The following class of 2-designs is due to G. Hölz [4] . Let U be a Hermitian curve of PG(2, q 2 ) [3] . A Baer subplane [6] PG(2, q) = P is said to satisfy property (H ) if for each point x ∈ P ∩ U the tangent line L x to U at x is a line of P (i.e., |L x ∩ P | = q + 1). If P satisfies this property (H ) then one can show that if |P ∩ U| 3 then |P ∩ U| = q + 1, for q even the points of P ∩ U are collinear, and for q odd the points of P ∩ U are collinear or form an oval in P . If P 1 and P 2 are Baer subplanes satisfying property (H ) and if |P 1 ∩ P 2 ∩ U| 3, then P 1 ∩ U = P 2 ∩ U . If moreover P i ∩ U is an oval of P i , then P 1 = P 2 .
Let q be odd. If x and y are distinct points of U , then (1) there are exactly q + 1 Baer subplanes P in PG(2, q 2 ) which satisfy property (H ) and for which P ∩ U = xy ∩ U , and (2) there are exactly q + 1 Baer subplanes P in PG(2, q 2 ) which satisfy property (H ) and for which P ∩ U is an oval of P through x and y. Let B 1 be the set of all intersections L ∩ U with L a non-tangent line of U , and let B be the set of all intersections P ∩ U with P a Baer subplane of PG(2, q 2 ) satisfying property (H ) and containing at least three points of U . Finally, let B * = B − B 1 .
Clearly
is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, q + 2) design and S * = (U, B * , ∈) is a 2-(q 3 + 1, q + 1, q + 1) design. Moreover any two distinct blocks of these designs have at most two points in common.
A generalized quadrangle Γ (of order (s, t)) is a point-line geometry the incidence graph of which has diameter 4 and girth 8 (and every line is incident with s + 1 points; every point incident with t + 1 lines). Note that, if P is the point set and L is the line set of Γ , then the incidence graph is the (bipartite) graph with set of vertices P ∪ L and adjacency given by incidence. The definition implies that, given any two elements a, b of P ∪ L, either these elements are at distance 4 from one another in the incidence graph, in which case we call them opposite, or there exists a unique shortest path from a to b. In particular, given any non-incident point-line pair, say (p, L), there exists a unique point on the line L which is collinear with p.
We mention some-to us useful-examples of finite classical generalized quadrangles.
Let Q be a non-singular quadric in PG(d, q) of projective index 1. The points and lines of the quadric form a generalized quadrangle that has order (q, 1), (q, q) and (q, q 2 ) if d = 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Let H be a non-singular Hermitian variety in PG(d, q) of projective index 1. The points and lines of the Hermitian variety form a generalized quadrangle that has order (q 2 , q) and (q 2 , q 3 ) if d = 3 and 4, respectively. Let α be a symplectic polarity in PG(3, q). The points of PG(3, q) together with the absolute lines of α define a generalized quadrangle W(q) of order (q, q), called the symplectic quadrangle.
"The isomorphisms" between the classical generalized quadrangles are the following (see [7] ). For all prime powers q, W(q) ∼ = Q(4, q) D and Q(5, q) ∼ = H(3, q 2 ). If q is even, then we also have that W(q) ∼ = Q(4, q).
A spread of the generalized quadrangle Γ is a set of lines of Γ partitioning the point set into lines. In other words, every point of Γ is incident with a unique line of the spread.
If a spread of a quadric contains a regulus of lines, i.e., a set of q + 1 skew lines intersecting three mutually skew lines of PG(3, q), then a new spread is obtained by deleting this regulus and replacing it by its opposite regulus, i.e., the set of q + 1 lines obtained by taking all transversals to the original regulus. This procedure is called switching that regulus.
Proof of the theorem
The goal of this section will be to prove Theorem 1 using the construction of D as given in Section 1. We start by giving a construction of the generalized quadrangle of order (2, 4) as described in [7] . Next, we provide some elementary properties and lemmas concerning spreads of this particular generalized quadrangle. In Section 3.1 we prove that if U has one derived Hermitian spread, then all other derived spreads have to be Hermitian as well. In Section 3.2 we show that D contains, up to isomorphism, a unique unital that intersects all derived subdesigns in Hermitian spreads. And, finally, in Section 3.3 we complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that D contains, up to isomorphism, a unique unital that intersects all derived subdesigns in non-Hermitian spreads.
A duad is an unordered pair (ij ) of distinct integers that belong to Ω = {1, . . . , 6}. A syntheme is a triple (ij )(kl)(mn) of duads for which {i, j, k, l, m, n} = Ω. The following straightforward construction of the unique generalized quadrangle of order 2, which is denoted by W(2), is due to J.J. Sylvester: the duads represent the points, the synthemes represent the lines and the incidence is given by simple containment (see [8] ).
Since W(2) ∼ = Q(4, 2) is a subquadrangle of Q(5, 2), one can extend the above description of W(2) to obtain the unique generalized quadrangle of order (2, 4) , which we denote by Q. The twelve additional points are denoted by 1, . . . , 6 and 1 , . . . , 6 , while the thirty additional lines are denoted by i(ij )j , 1 i, j 6, i = j and the inclusion remains containment. This construction of Q was first discovered by S.E. Payne and J.A. Thas in [7] and it is this construction of Q that we use to construct D.
A unital U of D is by definition a subset of B such that any two points of D are contained in a unique block of U and from now on we let U be a given unital. Hence, for every point x in D such a unital defines a spread, denoted by S x and called a derived spread of U , in the derived quadrangle D x at this particular point. It is well known that the generalized quadrangle of order (2, 4) has two non-isomorphic spreads: the Hermitian spread (in which any two lines determine a line regulus completely contained in it) and a second spread obtained by switching one of the line reguli of the Hermitian spread. For further reference we shall denote this latter spread by non-Hermitian.
Since Q(5, q) ∼ = H(3, q 2 ) D , a Hermitian spread S H of Q determines a so-called Hermitian ovoid O H of H (3, 4) . The points of O H lie in a plane β of PG(3, 4) that intersects the Hermitian variety in the points of a Hermitian curve. If we consider any arbitrary point a off O H , then the points of O H belong to the two secant lines on a, say M and N , and to the secant line a ⊥ ∩ β, which we denote by L.
Switching a regulus of S H to obtain a non-Hermitian spread S NH translates dually to replacing one of the secant lines of β by its polar image with respect to the polarity of H(3, 4). Without loss of generality we may consider L as this particular line of β. By polarity we immediately find that L ⊥ intersects the plane β in the point a. Denote the intersection point of M, N and L ⊥ with a ⊥ by m, n and x, respectively. We now claim that these three points are the points of a polar triangle in a ⊥ . Indeed, since x belongs to L ⊥ and the line mn is in fact the line L, we readily see that mn equals x ⊥ ∩ a ⊥ and hence the claim. In other words, a non-Hermitian ovoid is uniquely determined by any point a off H(3, 4) together with any polar triangle in a ⊥ . Note that a simple counting argument shows that this construction indeed determines all non-Hermitian ovoids of H (3, 4) . We now have the following three lemmas:
Lemma 2. A non-Hermitian spread of Q consists of exactly three line reguli.
Proof. This lemma readily follows from the above construction of O NH (since the three secant lines on a are two by two contained in a plane). Proof. To prove this lemma we dualize the situation and consider the above construction of O NH . Without loss of generality we may suppose that the lines of R correspond to the points on L ⊥ . Then X corresponds to one of the points, say x, on L. A regulus on X translates into a secant line containing the point x, which obviously intersects O NH in no (L) or two points and there are three such secant lines in β. 2 Lemma 4. There are exactly two spreads of Q on a regulus R and a single line off R. One of these spreads is Hermitian, the other one is non-Hermitian.
Proof. To prove this lemma we dualize the given situation and show that an ovoid O of H(3, 4) is uniquely determined by a secant line and a single point off that line.
Obviously, since a Hermitian ovoid is uniquely determined by a plane, the lemma is trivially met when dealing with the Hermitian case.
If, on the other hand, the ovoid O is non-Hermitian, then we consider the polar triangle construction to prove the lemma. Let x and L be the given point and secant line. By definition, the line L contains two points off H(3, 4). One of these points is on a tangent line with x, while the other is on a secant line with x. This latter point, that plays the role of a in the polar triangle construction and which we denote by b, together with L and x determines two points of the defining polar triangle in b ⊥ and hence completely determines O. (56) 1(14)4 4(45)5 (35)(16)(24) 2(26)6 5(15)1 (46)(25)(13) 3(23)2 6(36)3 Define the non-Hermitian spread S NH as the spread that is obtained by switching the regulus (with the obvious notation of rows and columns representing lines) 
Each of these grids is determined by a single line on any one of the points of the Vee-block with these two lines as its legs. Consider, for instance, the point (46) and define G a , G b , G c and G d as the grid on (46)(25)(13), (46)(15)(23), 4 (46)6 and 4(46)6 , respectively.
Let G H and G NH denote the stabilizer group inside the full automorphism group of Q of S H and S NH , respectively.
We are now ready to state the following two lemmas: 
Proof. To begin with, the order of the group G NH is given by From now on, we shall denote a line or a block by writing down the points it contains. With this notation there will be no possible confusion for a line is incident with three points, while a block consists of four elements. A Vee-block is denoted in such a way that the first (and consequently also the last) two points belong to one of its legs. We use the convention of denoting the unique line on any two points x and y by xy. Finally, when dealing with a derived quadrangle D x or a derived spread S x we denote the lines of this substructure simply as the blocks of D on x, except for x equal to α in which case we use the notations of Q.
Lemma 7.
Let R x be a given regulus of the derived spread S x of U , with x = α. Then R x contains at most one Line-block on x. Furthermore, if R x contains a Line-block, say αxyz, then the grid G of Q that is determined by the line xyz and a Vee-
Proof. First of all, since U contains a unique block on α and x, the regulus R x will contain at most one Line-block on x.
To prove the second part of the lemma we define G as the grid of Q on xyz and a Vee-block V 1 of R x . Denote the leg of V 1 on x by xst and a point of G that is incident with i and j by g ij , with i ∈ {s, t} and j ∈ {y, z}. Without loss of generality we may choose the vee-point of V 1 as the point t. With these notations we have that the block V 1 is given by xsg ty g tz . Obviously, since αxst is a Line-block of D x , the second block, say V 2 , of R x has s as its vee-point. A combination of xyg sz g tz being a Vee-block of D and xsg ty g tz and αxyz being blocks of R x forces V 2 to be equal to xtg sz g sy , which proves the lemma. 2
One Hermitian spread implies all Hermitian spreads
In this subsection we assume that a given unital U of D has at least one derived Hermitian spread and we will show that in this particular case all other derived spreads are Hermitian as well.
Without loss of generality we may assume that we obtain such a Hermitian spread by a onepoint derivation in α and that S H , as defined above, is this derived Hermitian spread.
Let L be any arbitrary line of S H . We then have the following lemma: Proof. Since the automorphism group G H acts transitive on the lines of S H , we may choose L to be the line (12)(34)(56). Moreover, without loss of generality, we may choose x to be the point (12). By Lemma 2 we can consider a regulus R x on L regardless of S x being Hermitian or not, while by Lemma 7 we know that this regulus R x determines a grid G of Q on L. As (G H ) L, (12) acts transitively on the reguli of S H through L we may suppose that (12)(35)(46) is the second line of G on (12). We now have G a , G b , G c and G d , as defined above, as the four grids on the lines (12)(34)(56) and (12)(35)(46) of Q. Moreover, the grid G a contains the lines of S H . We know that S H contains the unique block of U on (25) and (13), and (by Lemma 5) that (G H ) G a acts transitive on the set {G i | i ∈ {b, c, d}}. Hence we may choose G b as the grid G.
Let G be the grid containing the spread line L and the lines 4(45)5 and 6(36)3 (the two latter lines are the unique lines of S H not containing a point of G b ).
Consider the line (12)(45)(36) of G on (12). We shall now determine the possible spread lines of S x on (45) and (36), respectively. To construct a Vee-block V on the points (12) and (45) we have to consider all lines through (36). By definition of a unital the second leg of V cannot be contained in G , nor can it intersect G b in any one of its points. Consequently, we have a unique choice for V , namely it has to have 3(36)6 as its second leg.
Moreover, in the exact same way as for (12) and (45), we find that the Vee-block on (12) and (36) has to have 5(45)4 as one of its legs. In other words, both the block on (12) and (45) and the one on (12) and (36) determine the same grid G of Q. Hence, since L is now contained in two distinct reguli of S x , this derived spread is a Hermitian spread. By Lemma 4 we know that a regulus and a single line determine a Hermitian spread and hence S x is completely determined by R x and we are done. 2
As L was chosen arbitrary Lemma 8 holds for every point x in Q.
Hermitian spreads imply uniqueness
In this section we show that Theorem 9. The 2-(28, 4, 5) Hölz design contains, up to isomorphism, a unique unital which intersects all derived subdesigns in Hermitian spreads.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may fix the Hermitian spread S H in the derived generalized quadrangle D α . If the construction of a unital containing this spread is hereby determined-up to isomorphism-then the theorem is proven.
Consider the line (12)(34)(56) of S H and define the four grids through this line and the line (12)(35)(46) by G i , i ∈ {a, b, c, d}, in the exact same way as we did before. As any unital on the set of blocks corresponding to the lines of S H already contains a block on (25) and (13), a block on (12) and (35) will be determined by a line on (46) off G a . By Lemma 5 we may choose G b to be the grid containing this particular line. Since, by Lemma 8, every derived spread has to be Hermitian and, by Lemma 7, a grid defined by a regulus on a Line-block is independent of the Vee-blocks it contains, we thus find (12)(35)(15)(23) (12)(46)(26) (14) as blocks of the unital. By Lemma 8 the derived spread S (12) is determined.
We now want to determine a block through (34) and (35). As these points are opposite in Q we need to determine a vertex collinear to both, which is then the vee-point of the Vee-block containing these two points. This vertex cannot be the point (12), as otherwise the points (34) and (56) are in two distinct blocks of the unital, nor can (16) (respectively (26)) be that point (two distinct blocks on (35) and (24) (respectively (35) and (15)) ). Hence this vertex has to be either the point 3 or the point 3 . Nevertheless, as S (12) is given by Blocks of S (12) to be blocks of the unital. By Lemma 8 the derived spread S (34) is determined. Finally, considering the points (56) and (35) leads to the uniqueness of our unital, as we shall see. Indeed, by similar arguments as used above we may exclude the lines of G a and G b to be legs of the Vee-block on (56) and (35) . On the other hand, the lines of S (34) imply that these legs cannot belong to G c either (as otherwise we would have two blocks on the points 6 and 3). Meaning, the choice for a block through (56) and (35), and hence by Lemmas 7 and 8, also S (56) is determined.
To complete the proof of the theorem it now suffices to take a general point p of Q and show that the spread S p is determined. Call L p the line of S H on p. On (12)(34)(56) there is a unique point u collinear to p. As S u is determined, we thereby obtain a block on p and u. By Lemmas 7 and 8 we obtain that S p is determined and we are done. 2
Non-Hermitian spreads imply uniqueness
By a direct consequence of Lemma 8 we know that if a unital U of D has at least one derived non-Hermitian spread, then all other derived spreads have to be non-Hermitian as well.
In this section we start with the fixed non-Hermitian spread S NH of the derived generalized quadrangle D α and determine-up to isomorphism-all unitals on this spread. We define the grids G i , i ∈ {a, b, c, d}, as in the previous sections and prove that Proof. We consider the points (12) and (35) and look at the unital block they determine. In despite of the fact that the group G NH is by far as transitive as G H , Lemma 6 implies that we are still able to choose the determining leg on (46) in the grid G b and hence find the block V 1 = (12)(35)(15)(23) on these two points.
Taking into account that S (12) has to be non-Hermitian, the line L can either determine a regulus of S (12) with V 1 or not. We claim that the former case leads to a contradiction.
Indeed, suppose L is in a regulus with V 1 . Then we have (12)(35)(15)(23) and (12)(46)(26)(14) as blocks of the unital.
We now have a unique choice for a block of the unital on the points (12) and (45) as such a block is determined by a line on (36) that cannot intersect G b , nor contain the points 3 and 6 (these two belong to a common block of S NH ). Hence, by Lemma 4, we obtain a unique non-Hermitian spread S (12) Blocks of S (12) α (12)(34)(56) (12)(45) 3 6 (12) 1 (25) 5 (12)(35)(15)(23) (12)(36) 4 5 (12) 2 (16) 6 (12)(46)(26)(14) (12) 2 (13)3 (12)1 (24)4 that is "compatible" with the derived spread S NH . We now look at a block on the points (34) and (35) and hence determine a suitable veepoint v. Considering the blocks of S NH and the block V 1 immediately yields that v is no point of G a , nor is it a point of G b . In other words, v can either be the point 3 or the point 3 . In the exact same way we obtain two plausible choices for the vee-point of the block on (34) and (46), namely 4 and 4 .
First suppose that both vee-points belong to G c . We then have (34)4 (35)5 and (34)3(46)6 as blocks of the derived spread S (34) . Together with S NH they immediately force (34)3 (24)2 to be an element of S (34) as {(14), 1 }, {(34), 5 }, {(34), (46)} are already in blocks of S NH and S (34) . However, the couple {2 , 3 } is already in a block of S (12) , a contradiction. Now suppose both vee-point lie in G d , then the following two blocks (34)4(35)5 and (34)3 (46)6 belong to S (34) and we find a similar contradiction: under this assumption (34)4 (13)1 has to be a block of S (34) , which gives us, next to the element in S (12) , a second block on {4 , 1 }.
If, on the other hand, the blocks (34)4(35)5 and (34)3(46)6 belong to S (34) , then one can readily check that we can find no element of S (34) on the point 2.
And In other words, there exists no S (34) compatible with S NH and the derived spread S (12) and the claim is proven.
We have shown that (12)(46)(26)(14) cannot be a block of U . Hence, the block on (12) and (46) will therefore be given by (12)(46)3 5 or by (12)(46)35 of D. We claim that the latter block cannot occur in U .
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3 is that every line on (46) (not in G a ) determines a regulus on (12)(35)(46)-and consequently also a grid of Q-containing two lines of S NH . The line (46)(15)(23) determines such a grid with (12)(35)(46) containing the line 3(35)5 as one of its lines and this will be the reason why (12) on (36). As, in this particular case, (12) is already in a block of the unital with (15) and with 3, and (36)3 6 is an element of S NH , we conclude that (12)(45)(14)(25) is the only possible block on {(12), (45)}.
In the same way we find that (12)(36)(26)(13) has to belong to the unital. However the corresponding set of four lines in D (12) cannot be completed into a spread, as we shall show. First of all, since the blocks on {(12), (23)}, {(12), (25)}, {(12), (26)} and {(12), (13)}, {(12), (14)}, {(12), (15)} are already determined in such a spread, we have a unique choice for the blocks on {(12), 1} and {(12), 2}, namely the blocks (12)1(24)4 and (12)2(16)6. However, this leaves us no further possibilities for a block on {(12), 1 }, nor for a block on {(12), 2 }, a contradiction.
In conclusion, given the fixed non-Hermitian spread S NH and the block (12)(35)(15)(23), any unital containing these blocks will also contain the block (12)(46) 3 5. These two blocks in combinations with the ones in S NH now leave us two possibilities both for the block on {(12), 2} and for the block on {(12), 1 }. Two out of four combinations, however, lead to a contradiction and the remaining two combinations will be shown to be isomorphic. The block on (12) and 2 can either be determined by 1 (13)3 or by 1 (16)6, as where the one on (12) and 1 is by 2(25)5 or by 2(24)4 . In chronological order these situations will be denoted by increasing numbers 1 to 4.
A combination of the first and third situation leads to a contradiction as there remains no acceptable block on {(12), (36)}. In the same way the second and fourth situation allows no block on {(12), 2 }.
The first and fourth situation and the second and third situation, on the other hand, lead to unique non-Hermitian spreads S (12) Nevertheless, it is routine to check that g:
is an involution of G NH that interchanges S (12) to S (12) . Hence it suffices to proceed using S (12) as the non-Hermitian spread of D (12) in the unital.
We shall now determine the blocks of S (34) of D. Note that the previous set of blocks are denoted in the order that they are forced to belong to S (34) . We now have a unique choice for a unital block on {(56), (13)}. The Vee-blocks of D on these two points are determined by the lines on (24) and since {(13), 4 }, {(13), (36)} and {(16), (35)} are in blocks of S (34) , S (12) and S NH , respectively, we can only consider 4(24)2 to be this line. In the main time, carefully considering all blocks of D on {(56), 1 } results in another unique choice, namely the block (56)6 (15)1 . This forces us to take (56)6(35)3 and not (56)6 (35)3 as the element on {(56), (35)}. One can readily check that these blocks determine a unique compatible S (56) . To end the proof of the theorem it suffices to take a general point p of Q and show that the spread S p is fixed. We first claim that S p is fixed for all p ∈ (12) ⊥ . Take p equal to (45). From the previously obtained derived spreads, we already know four out of the nine spread lines of S (45) , say L 1 , . . . , L 4 . Showing that these four lines are as such that both L 1 and L 2 are not in a regulus contained in S (45) with L 3 and L 4 ; nor is L 3 with L 4 implies the uniqueness of S (45) . Indeed, if this is true, then L 1 and L 2 necessarily determine a regulus of the spread and hence, by Lemma 4, S (45) is fixed. Consider (56) , S (12) , S (12) , S (56) and S NH , respectively, we find, on the one hand, that (45)(36)2 1 is a block of the unital and, on the other hand, that S (45) is fixed.
Blocks of S
For p equal to (36) we immediately find, in addition to the line (34)(36)(16)(14), a regulus of S (36) , namely (36)(36)(36) (36) α 3 6 (36)(12)(26)(13) (36)(45) 2 1 and hence, by Lemma 4, also S (36) is fixed.
For p ∈ {(35), (46), 2, 1 } we know that (35)(46)21 determines a first line of the spread S p . Apart from this line we have six other, two by two distinct, lines (corresponding to S NH , S (12) , S (34) , S (56) , S (45) and S (36) ) and obviously seven out of nine lines of the spread completely determine the spread.
If p equals 2 or 1, then we obtain at least seven distinct lines of S p when considering all previous constructed spreads. Hence the derived spread S p is fixed.
Finally, consider p any point of Q which is non-collinear to (12). Then S p is determined by the unique elements of S NH , S (12) and S M p i (with M i , i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, a line on (12) and M p i the projection of p onto M i ) it belongs to. One can easily see that we thus establish a line set which uniquely determines all lines of S p and we are done. 2
